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This is a two book bundle related to starting to master Python programming language and

dominating the Linux operating system! In Hacking University Junior Edition you will learn: The

history of Python language The benefits of learning Python and the job market outlook when

learning Python Setting up a development environment Variables, variable types, inputs, string

formatting, decision structures, conditional operators, loops Several programming examples to

make sure you practice what you learn String formatting and programming concepts Classes,

special methods, and inheritance Key modules, and common errors And a whole lot more!
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The discussion on the basics of hacking is very informative. I am not a tech geek but I can still

understand the explanations given here. It takes more than basics to really hack your way into the

mainstream or to make it into a profitable income, though. It is interesting that the author also

included jobs for hackers. This will take some more studies to succeed in this field, but this book is a

good start.

Great book if you're new to programming or any kind of coding! I'm having a lot of trouble

understanding these programming languages, and with the aid of this book I am able to learn more

about Python. The book explains why using Python is actually benificial to you. Programming can

be frustrating but It can also be fun specially if you're doon it right, this book will definitely guide you



to become a better programmer ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚Â•Ã‚Â¤ÃƒÂ¯Ã‚Â¸Ã‚Â•ÃƒÂ¢Ã‚Â•Ã‚Â¤ÃƒÂ¯Ã‚Â¸Ã‚Â•

This book is a comprehensive read for the computer programmers who wan to learn python and

also the ethical hacking techniques. There are thousands of different codes and programs used by

hackers to look into computers or their networks. What I liked the most that the author tries to make

everything simple. Once a skilled hacker knows how a system works, he can build his own program

to do anything with it.

This book is an effective resource material to build your knowledge in Python programming and how

this knowledge be used to your own benefit and welfare. Python is indeed an exceedingly useful

programming language. With this book, you got to explore and learn this programming language

with ease and soon use it to your advantage in the future.

Learning this book is very amazing. i would like to share this to my friends. as i have learnt that This

course is specifically designed to be a first programming course using the popular Python

programming language. The pace of the course is designed to lead to mastery of each of the topics

in the class. We will use simple data analysis as the programming exercises through the course.

Python is so easy.

To protect yourself from being hacked you must know the process of hacking. From this book you

will learn what is hacking and to do it properly. The processes are given stepwise and they are very

easy to understand. Very informative guide for hacking to enrich your knowledge. So get this book

and protect yourself from being hacked. ItÃƒÂ¢Ã‚â‚¬Ã‚â„¢s an interesting read I must say and the

book is very informative.

I am just so curious how does hacking works but no intention on hacking someone else account. I

bought this book for educational purposes. It is very comprehensive and there are many information

that you will learn that are not on the other books that I've read. It covers the essential and all

information were very detailed. Thumbs up to the author of the book.

The main problem of the study program, in my opinion is that there is a big gap between the books

for beginners and articles for professionals. This hefty book, the author teaches you a python from

scratch and up to advanced level. The book is written in simple language, understandable to any



newcomer. This book - a great guide for the Python programming study.
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